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Emerging technologies in varied domains: Perspec ves and future research direc ons 

 

As a result of the con nuous advances in the field of digital and virtual technology, robo cs, and ar ficial 
intelligence domains, we are experiencing profound and extremely rapid changes in almost every aspect of 
our human experience and are discovering new aspects of it as well. This revolu on encompasses a variety 
of fields, including tourism, communica on, entertainment, educa on, and art. 

In this special issue, “Emerging Technologies and Human Behaviour: 

Challenges in Ar ficial Intelligence, Social Robo cs, and Virtual Reality in Psychology, Complex EXperience 
and Ar s c Domains”, to capture the key consequences of this rapid revolu on on human behaviour and 

experience, we focused on the most salient discoveries in a wide variety of domains. Specifically, ar cles 
included in this collec on focused on how and to what extent emerging technologies are re-shaping human 
life now and their poten al impact in the near future. This collec on of ar cles explores the impact of 
virtual reality on our emo ons as well as ar ficial intelligence’s role in art crea on, looking at how 
technological advances are reshaping our lives and presen ng new opportuni es of human experience. 

Contributors are from a wide variety of disciplines, as this topic covers different domains. Meta-themes 
addressed in this collec on include the impact of novel robo cs, virtual and ar ficial systems on emo ons, 
a tudes, behaviours and their link with peculiar personality traits. 

More narrowed topics revolve around the use of technologies such Ar ficial Intelligence (including in 
educa on), Augmented, MiXed and Virtual Reality for the study of consumer decision-making process; the 
addic on a tude towards social media; and pre-diagnos c instrument that leverages EXplainable Ar ficial 
Intelligence to enhance the diag- nos c process of au sm, among others. 

We privileged empirical ar cles and systema c theore cal contri- bu ons inves ga ng the link between 
human experience and emerging technology in a specific domain, thus, offering theore cal and 
methodological guidelines for further research in the field. 

In the end we had 19 ar cles that met these inclusion criteria and that we included in this issue. First, we 
provide an overview of the most recent discoveries for each domain, and then, we deepened how ar cles in 
this issue add to exis ng literature. Then, we concluded with guide- lines for future research in each specific 
domain and we jus fy the need for a more interdisciplinary effort across domains. 

1. Art 

In recent mes, there has been an intriguing convergence between emerging technologies and the arts, 
resul ng in a synergis c rela on- ship that surpasses conven onal limita ons of space and me. The 
integra on of Ar ficial Intelligence (AI), social robo cs, and Virtual Reality (VR) within ar s c domains has 
created novel opportuni es for fostering crea vity, inves ga ng human behaviour, and facilita ng 
immersive experiences. This sec on examines the significant influence of these technologies within the 
realm of art, specifically emphasizing how they affected visitors’ behaviours, ar s c interpreta on, 
emo ons and aesthe c experience. Throughout history, art has consistently served as a manifesta on of 
the human condi on, a vehicle for expressing emo ons, and a pla orm for communica ng concepts. In the 
context of our dynamic and ever- changing environment, technology has assumed a prominent role within 
the realm of art, thereby facilita ng the emergence of novel avenues for crea ve expression and intellectual 
inquiry. 

The study conducted by Trupp et al. (2023, this issue) inves gates the phenomenon of ar s c 
responsiveness within the digital realm. This study u lizes technology, par cularly the Monet interac ve 



artexhi- bi on provided by Google Arts and Culture, for the explora on of the ways in which subjec ve 
experiences of pleasure and meaningfulness during engagement with online art contribute to overall well-
being. Without using sophis cated technologies but just a simple laptop, Trupp et al. (2023; this issue) 
showed that even brief exposure to art displayed online was able to decrease nega ve mood and anxiety, 
and that this was related to their responsiveness to art itself. Par cipants were suscep ble to art viewing 
interven on benefits depending upon the pleasure and meaning they felt while viewing the online art. This 
study highlights the dual role of technology as both a means of deliv- ering well-being and a novel approach 
for analysing users ‘experience of art. 

Technology has been used as a medium through which the impact of virtual spaces on ar s c involvement 
can be comprehended also in the study of Kim and Lee (2023; this issue). Following the Construal Theory, 
they showed that visitors’ percep on and behaviour towards metaverse performing arts is dependent on 
the perceived psychological distance, that is, the more par cipants perceived an ar s c, spa al, social, and 
economic distance towards metaverse performing art, the more resis- tance they felt towards this form of 
art. Within this field, the number of studies inves ga ng the link between real experiences and their “digital 
and/or virtual twins” is increasing, maybe due to an enhanced awareness of the poten al of VR not just as a 
mere replica on of reality but as a novel form of reality (Gaggioli & Chirico, 2023). 

In the following study, Demmer et al. (2023, this issue) explore the percep on of emo on and inten on in 
art created by humans versus art generated by computers. 

They explore the cap va ng domain of emo on and inten on percep on in art produced by both humans 
and computers. The study presented in this research challenges the prevailing belief that art pro- duced by 
humans inherently elicits more intense emo onal responses. Addi onally, it provides insights into the 
intricate interac ons between viewers and art, regardless of its source. Specifically, they tested for the first 

me, whether priming informa on regarding the provenance of an artwork (e.g., sta ng explicitly that the 
artworks were produced by either a computer or a human) influenced the outcome of evalua ons of 
inten onality, liking, and emo ons showing that only one out of five AI artworks could be a ributed to a 
computer. Technology func ons as a medium through which one can analyse the complexi es of art 
engagement and explore the prospec ve advancements of computer- generated digital interac ons. 

Technologies have been used also to enhance the process of art interpreta on (Lucifora et al., 2023; this 
issue). The researchers aim to enable users to embrace different viewpoints and perspec ves through the 
immersive experience provided by VR. A virtual museum is estab- lished wherein avatars engage with 
various subjects, thereby promo ng a contempla ve process that facilitates the development of empathy 
and perspec ve-taking abili es. The VR experience has been found to be effec ve also in promo ng social 
cohesion: through a change of perspec ve in the interpreta on of cultural heritage, virtual art proved to be 
able to support empathy in users experiencing embodiment with an avatar in a virtual museum (Lucifora et 
al., 2023; this issue). However, despite repeatedly claiming the persuasive power of VR and the meta- verse, 
they s ll remain instruments used in some sectors and by specific types of users. In the present context, 
technology serves to augment the ability to embody and empathize, presen ng a new method for engaging 
with and interpre ng art. The aforemen oned four studies collec vely underscore the signifi- cant impact 
of technology within the realm of art. The u liza on of technology has become an essen al instrument in 
comprehending, augmen ng, and redefining the human encounter with art, ranging from the examina on 
of aesthe c responsiveness and online art engagement to the inves ga on of metaverse performing arts, 
emo on percep on, and VR-driven art interpreta on. As society increasingly adopts emerging 
technologies, the dis nc on between art and technology will become increasingly indis nct, presen ng 
boundless opportuni es for ar s c expression and deeper insights into the human psyche within the 
domain of art. 

2. Robot and conversa onal ar ficial agent 



The study of the interac on between humans and AI-based en es has become a central focus in the 
rapidly evolving field of AI. This discourse examines three notable research studies that inves gate the 
influence of personality traits on interac ons with ar ficial conversa- onal agents (ACA) and the 
acceptance of robots within the hotel sector. In this regard, Pal and colleagues (Pal et al., 2023; this issue) 
dis- cussed the role that personality features play in specific AI-based tools such as ACA. One par cular form 
of love, namely consummate love, was inves gated in shaping human-machine interac on and user 
experience. The triangular theory of love posited by Sternberg first established this form of love as the most 
difficult to maintain and nurture (Sternberg, 1986). 

In the study conducted by Priya et al. (2023), the authors examined the personality traits exhibited by 
intelligent virtual assistants within the context of financial services. Priya and their team inves gate the 
u liza on of Intelligent Virtual Assistants within the financial services sector, with a specific emphasis on 
prominent characteris c a ributes including Perceived Intelligence, Perceived Anthropomorphism, and 
Perceived Animacy. The findings of their study highlight the importance of these characteris cs in 
augmen ng user acceptance of Intelligent Virtual Assistants. 

From a contras ng standpoint, the research conducted by Binesh et al. (2023) delves into the examina on 
of human characteris cs that exhibit greater favorability in the context of human-robot interac on. In this 
regard, the European Union outlined guidelines and ethics to ensure that humans and ar ficial intelligent 
systems have a mutually beneficial interac on. In this way, people can feel comfortable and trust this 
technology, for example, in leisure or touris c se ngs. For instance, in their study, they examined the 
impact of individual personality traits on the propensity to embrace service robots within hotel 
environments. The study conducted a survey among a sample of 525 individuals who had recently stayed in 
high-end hotels rated 4 or 5 stars. The findings of the research indicate that age plays a significant role in 
influencing individuals’ behavioral inten ons towards the adop on of service robots. 

There is a greater propensity among younger and higher-income individuals to adopt service robots within 
the hotel se ng. 

3. Ar ficial intelligence 

The integra on of AI within our con nuously advancing techno- logical environment has ini ated a novel 
era characterized by innova- on and the ability to address complex problems. This sec on introduces two 
significant studies that u lize AI for prac cal applica- ons, with each study focusing on different facets of 
human behaviour and development (including educa on). 

In the current era, where technology is assuming a progressively significant role in educa on and the 
development of skills, the interac- on between individuals and AI is s ll to be fully understood and 
ethically situated. As explained by Ac vity Theory, elucida ng this aspect has become more crucial since 
emerging technologies mediate the rela onship between actors and knowledge construc on (Boer et al., 
2002). Benvenu  et al. (2023; this issue) proposed a novel framework where computa onal thinking as “the 
thought processes involved in formula ng a problem and expressing its solu on(s) in such a way that a 
computer – human or machine – can effec vely carry out” (Wing, 2017, p. 8) plays a crucial role. Developing 
this ability in compulsory educa- on enables students to move beyond operable skills and become problem 
solvers rather than just technology beneficiaries. To achieve a strong computa onal mindset, cri cal 
thinking and crea vity were suggested as key skills to be developed (Benvenu  et al., 2023; this issue). A 
core further applica on of AI-based tools with young children in the clinical domain is the one developed 
and tested by Paolucci et al. (2023; this issue) for the early detec on of Au sm Spectrum Disorders. This AI 
pre-screening tool is easily administrable by both caregivers and teachers: star ng from the analysis of pre-
verbal interac ons observed in videos of children doing everyday ac vi es it allows to iden fy poten ally 
alarming signs of non-typical behaviour. 



4. Virtual reality 

Virtual Reality has emerged as one of the most used technologies in present day experience. The 
convergence of art and technology has led to the emergence of VR as a potent tool for enhancing the 
educa onal and emo onal resonance of ar s c encounters. A recent work from Karnchanapayap (2023; 
this issue) showed the effec veness of VR sce- narios for educa onal experience in exhibi on se ngs: 
through phys- ical ac vi es (i.e., looking, walking, performing a specific physical ac on, loca ng an object) 
audience engagement can be significantly improved. In this regard, Scorolli et al. (2023; this issue) 
inves gated the aesthe c emo ons and the social presence during a music concert experienced in four 
environments, characterized by different levels of immersivity: at one extreme is the live concert, at the 
other the tradi- onal music video on a computer screen, in between two experiences in VR, provided by 
more or less affordable devices. The level of enchant- ment and joy conveyed by the live concert was higher 
than that expe- rienced with video and Google cardboard, but similar to that experienced with the HTC vive. 
Moreover, the HTC vive was able to lead to a signif- icant increase of interest in the sample of students, who 
ini ally did not appreciate the chosen music genre (i.e., tango). 

 5. Virtual reality and emo ons 

The applica on of VR to elicit and examine human emo ons has received considerable a en on in recent 
years. In the present context, scholars have been inves ga ng the impact of emo ons evoked within VR 
environments on diverse facets of human cogni on and memory. In this regard, the systema c review 
conducted by Mancuso et al. (2023; this issue) has shown that VR has been used to study the link between 
emo ons and memory in two ways, either inducing emo onal states in par cipants before the VR 
experience or using the VR experience itself as a means of inducing emo ons. In any case, VR emerged as 
an ‘affec ve medium’ capable of shaping complex emo onal reac ons and crea ng a plausible context for 
tes ng memory retrieval, and recall. 

In a similar vein, Xia et al. (2023) have conducted a study that ex- plores the impact of emo ons induced in 
VR on cogni ve func ons. Notably, the study introduces an addi onal variable of inves ga on, namely 
colors. The authors conducted two experimental studies u liz- ing immersive VR equipment to inves gate 
the poten al impact of colour s muli on individuals’ cogni ve performance within VR environments. This 
novel methodology emphasizes the intricate rela onship between emo ons, colors, and cogni ve 
processes, revealing fresh perspec ves on the ways in which immersive technologies can influence and 
augment human experiences. 

Another contribu on comes from the study of Pizzolante et al. (2023; this issue), who demonstrated not 
only the feasibility, but also the effec veness of a VR-based training program for elici ng awe, which had a 
posi ve impact on a specific dimension of crea vity, namely crea ve thinking. As such, VR has become 
increasingly significant for studying even complex emo onal phenomena in a controlled manner as well as 
peculiar cogni ve processes, such as memory. 

Similarly, Huang and colleagues (2023; this issue) showed that VR-based training for crea vity significantly 
increased the elabora on, vividness, and novelty of crea ve outcomes compared to the same content 
conveyed via normal lectures. 

Finally, Mauri et al. (2023). EXamines the effects induced by a real estate website that offers the opportunity 
to evaluate the poten al purchase of a property in two ways: by viewing photos of the house 
(nonimmersive condi ons) and by taking a virtual tour of the same house using a VR headmounted display 
(immersive condi ons). Forty par cipants interested in evalua ng the purchase of a new house, randomly 
assigned to one of the experimental condi ons, par cipated in the experiment. Results show that 
immersive naviga on is associated with more posi ve emo ons (EEG), more intense physiological arousal 
(SC), higher scores on the presence ques onnaire, and higher scores on the UX ques onnaire compared to 



the non-immersive one. The psy- chological scales measuring emo ons did not yield significant results. No 
significant difference in the three-item ad-hoc self-ques onnaire was found, except for the item examining 
willingness to visit the real house building. Implica ons are also discussed. 

6. Social media 

This is the topic of the work by Arora and Mehta (2023; this issue) who systema ze literature on social 
media addic on use for prac - oners and policy makers, immediately highligh ng the need for a synergic 
endeavour between science and poli cs to contrast this increasing issue. In this regard, more and more 
scien sts are working to improve the quality of data extracted from social media, in order to be er and 
more precisely outline human behavioural tendencies and a tudes, as in the work of Srivastava et al. 
(2023; this issue) which proposed and tested a novel spam influence minimiza on model for iden fying 
spam-influen al users and limi ng spam tweet flow within the Twi er network. 

7. Technology’s duality: Benefits and challenges 

The prolifera on of technology has brought forth a plethora of favourable facets, as evidenced by prior 
research endeavours that have delved into its advantageous influence on human affect and interper- sonal 
connec ons. Nevertheless, the swi  advancement of technology presents various challenges and adverse 
consequences. In the present context, it is impera ve to acknowledge that although technology enriches 
our lives through diverse means, it also introduces vulnerabili es and poten al drawbacks. 

Du et al. (2023) examines financial literacy and resident fraud vic miza on. They examine the complex 
rela onship between financial literacy and fraud vic miza on among residents. According to the 
researchers, endogeneity between variables means they can influence each other. Moreover, technology 
can heavily drive consumers’ decision- making process for purchasing goods. This is what Sharma et al. 

(2023; this issue) demonstrated in the AISAS (Awareness, Interest, Search, Ac on, and Sharing) model. They 
confirmed prior research showing that digital technologies affect how consumers search for products and 
services, evaluate, and choose them, consume, and build rela onships with them (Sharma et al., 2023). 

Ciroku et al. (2023). Present a deep ontological analysis of the implicit data model of the Visual Genome 
image dataset, and its formal- iza on in the novel Visual Sense Ontology (VSO). To enhance the mul modal 
data from this dataset, we introduce a framal knowledge expansion pipeline that extracts and connects 
linguis c framesincluding values and emo ons–to images, using mul ple linguis c resources 

for disambigua on. It then introduces the Visual Sense Knowledge Graph (VSKG), a novel resource. VSKG is 
a queryable knowledge graph that enhances the accessibility and comprehensibility of Visual Genome’s 
mul modal data, based on SPARQL queries. VSKG includes 

frame visual evoca on data, enabling more advanced forms of explicit reasoning, analysis and sensemaking. 
This work represents a significant advancement in the automa on of frame evoca on and mul modal 
sense-making, performed in a fully interpretable and transparent way, with poten al applica ons in various 
fields, including the fields of knowledge representa on, computer vision, and natural language processing. 

In summary, technology is a constantly evolving canvas upon which human experiences and interac ons are 
redefined. For instance, AI- driven tools such as adap ve learning algorithms and intelligent tutoring 
systems are used to personalize learning experiences and provide tailored instruc on to individual learners. 
The topics presented here encapsulate the intricate interplay between innova on and human experience 
and behaviour, offering a glimpse into the profound changes underway across various spheres. As we 
navigate this transforma ve journey, a deeper understanding of these intersec ons paves the way for 
harnessing technology’s poten al to cau ously enrich, empower, and elevate our lives. 
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